FREE
TO BE
BY STEPHANIE BOOZER

Eschewing the safe path early on, Jenny Zarins was
open to chance and ready to welcome remarkable beneﬁcence.
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Jenny Zarins came across this talk when she was well into her career as a
travel, fashion and food photographer, yet its message resonated deeply.
“It’s a brilliant talk that reminded me to embrace every big decision,” she
says. “Most of the time when we’re confronted with big decisions, we get
scared and go for what we think is the safest option.”
Jenny shared this piece of insight as she was tracing her 16-year career
back to a single life-changing decision she made as a teenager in her native
Sweden. She had a choice to make between taking a barely paying position
assisting local photographer Bernth Johansson, or a lucrative job driving an
ice cream truck. After a weekend of pondering, she ﬁrmly embraced the less
certain path of assisting, despite the puny compensation.
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Previous spread photograph Raffles Hotel; photograph right, Observer Magazine

T

here’s a 2014 TED talk by Ruth Chang, professor
of philosophy at Rutgers University, called “How
to Make Hard Choices.” In it, professor Chang explains
how to become the “authors of our own lives” by gathering strength from our hard decisions. Choosing salad
over pizza for lunch is simple because either outcome is
clearly deﬁned, but the choice between being a doctor
or artist is murkier, fraught with any number of perfectly
reasonable variables. Rather than force yourself to concoct a list of reasons for choosing one over the other,
Chang’s solution is empowering: Try to understand and
accept your own needs, rather than allowing your life to
be shaped by outside forces … In other words, what do
you really want?
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Photographs this spread (Clockwise, starting top left): Condé Nast Traveller, Raffles Hotels, Toast, Cath Kidston S/S 2015 Collection, Condé Nast Traveller

“I’m so grateful I went for the assisting,” she says from her country home
in a small village an hour away from London. “What I learned in that one
year was so much better than anything I could have learned in a three-year
course of study. You can never learn all the dynamics of a shoot in a school
setting, so it was the best thing that could have happened to me.”
A year later, Jenny made her way to bustling London and continued assisting on a variety of commercial photo shoots, learning the trade and methodically building her own portfolio. Her ﬁrst solo booking was a fashion
shoot, which led to a travel assignment, which led to a food gig. Jobs led to
more jobs and Jenny found herself balancing a pleasing slate of subjects
that inspired her.

“When I was assisting, everyone said I had to decide what kind of photography
I wanted to do, to narrow my focus,” she says. “I remember thinking, ‘I’ll see
how it goes, which ones fall off.’ But that hasn’t happened. I love the combination and how different these jobs can be. I love them all for different reasons.”
Jenny’s career has taken her from an assignment documenting a horseback safari in Botswana for British Airways’ High Life Magazine, to photographing models bedecked in Boden’s spring line for the next catalog, to
shooting delectable dishes inspired by New York for the cookbook Spuntino:
Comfort Food, New York Style (Bloomsbury Publishing, 2015). For Condé
Nast Traveller, she’s traversed India, Costa Rica, Madagascar, Morocco and
Cambodia, and will shortly head to an elephant orphanage in Kenya on

assignment for British Airways. Whatever she’s shooting, Jenny says her focus is always on the beautiful, pure and simple.
“I shoot the way I see, never really thinking about the approach,” says Jenny.
“It’s a feeling more than anything. The challenge in commercial work is that we
have to break things down and get speciﬁc, but I’ve been lucky because I’ve
had clients who allowed me to a certain degree to do it the way I see it.”
Even following a travel writer with her camera, Jenny always takes off
on detours. Exploring a city or a country, even if she has to “tick things off
a list,” keeps her inspired. Jenny says she tries not to be too structural in
how she works, choosing to be led by the feeling of a place. Her use of light
and composition does the translating of sounds, smells, temperature, even
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tastes into visual sensations. She may not subscribe to any particular sense
of style beyond capturing the beauty of her subject, but Jenny’s work has a
consistently pure quality.
“You know, I don’t feel like I carry that Swedish design aesthetic with me
in my work, but maybe subconsciously I do,” she says. “I certainly know my
obsession with photography and light comes from that particular light you
get in the Nordic Scandinavian area. I can see how growing up there and taking that light for granted translated into my work. I try to recreate that light.”
Photographing Mongolia and its equine-centered culture is high on her
bucket list, as is reuniting with the Swedish landscape. Jenny has felt acutely
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the pull of her home country of late, and plans to devote more time in the
coming year to rediscovering the lakes, rolling pastures and craggy peaks
that deﬁne its geography. Wide open landscapes inspire her the most, she
says, particularly if there are horses involved.
“I’m at my happiest on a horse with a camera on my shoulder,” she says. “I
love nature and landscapes, wide open places. I don’t feel like I really change
as a photographer. It always comes back to ﬁnding what’s beautiful, and that
feeling of beauty more than anything else.” C
See more of Jenny’s work at jennyzarins.com

Photographs this spread (Clockwise, starting left): Condé Nast Traveller (x2), Smashing Plates (Kyle Books) by Maria Ella, High Life Magazine, Condé Nast Traveller

JENNY’S GEAR
Cameras: Phase One 645DF+ body with Phase One
IQ250 back Canon EOS 1DX Lenses: Schneider 55mm
f/2.8, 80mm f/2.8 and 110mm f/2.8 Canon 24-70mm
f/2.8, 35mm f/1.4, 50mm f/1.2, 85mm f/1.2, 100mm macro
f/2.8 and 28-300mm f/3.5-5.6 Film: Pentax 6x7 ﬁlm
camera, Leica M6 for black & white, Lomo 35mm color
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